Episode 115: “Quiz Show” - Activity 15

Provide purple modeling clay for your child to work with during a quiet time of the day. Ask your child to craft an object out of the clay that he/she can name in Spanish. Examples include, but are not limited to: un carro morado (a purple car), un perro morado (a purple dog), un monstruo morado (a purple monster), una cabeza morada (a purple head), una nariz morada (a purple nose), las papas fritas moradas (the purple french fries), los ojos morados (purple eyes), los dientes morados (purple teeth), las orejas moradas (purple ears), una banana morada (a purple banana), una manzana morada (a purple apple), un lobo morado (a purple wolf). Have your child craft his/her object and share it.

Note: Combining words into simple phrases may be too difficult for some children. If so, simply ask your child to tell the color and/or name of the object.